Bliss Kushbar $8

White Widow

Rock Piles Chocolate Chip Cookies $30

Romulan Cotton Candy

Super Silver Haze $20 per gram

Indulgence Lollipop $3

Purple Erkle

Tainted Peanut Butter Cup $8

Grape Ape

Bliss Potella $24

Haze
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How Medical Marijuana Is Turning
L.A. Pot Dealers Into Semilegit
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breath strips. thats
what Daniel is thinking
about  taking some of
those gelatinous Scotch-tape thingies that
Listermint makes and putting oil made
from marijuana trim in them. Theres a guy
whos good at producing marijuana concentrates, and he figured out how to bind
oil to pullulan, the same carbohydrate gel
that Listermint uses for its strips. Now a
bunch of people are selling the things, in
plastic baggies with a sticker reading for
medical use only for five or six dollars a
strip. Most people recommend taking only
one, even though they dont kick in for a
long time, because two will knock your
dick in the dirt for six to eight hours.
Everything in America is controlled by
big corporations now, says Daniel, breezing down the Los Angeles 405 freeway, the
controlled climate inside the car the same
balmy seventy degrees as it is outside. But
in my industry we can still get individuals
together and innovate with good, oldfashioned Yankee know-how, like we did at
the beginning of the history of this country. He checks the rearview mirror. Its a
beautiful thing.
The industry that Daniel is talking
about is medical marijuana, the great new

THC

frontier that has opened up in California in
recent years (because some of how Daniel
operates may be illegal, his name and other
details have been changed to conceal his
identity). Contrary to popular belief, medical marijuana is not only for AIDS and
cancer patients: The health statute associated with Prop 215, the groundbreaking
law passed ten years ago, legitimizes weed
for those with any illness for which marijuana provides relief. There are a lot of
people who fall into this category, and
business is good for those who make a living by serving them: compassionate caregivers, freedom fighters, botanists in love
with the art of growing, Long Beach
homeys, Valley boys, Oakland thugs and
even one savvy gal who wants her girlfriends to sell medical marijuana while
wearing pasties. But as in any drug business, a criminal element persists  storage
lockers of product, safes of cash, hustlers
trying to rob those lockers and safes, guns
to protect one from the hustlers, and the
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constant risk of arrest.
Today, the word pot is no longer PC 
marijuana is medicine. Schwag is lowgrade medicine, and chronic is highgrade medicine. Growers are vendors.
Nor is Daniel a drug dealer  he is a medical-marijuana provider. In December,
there was even a medical-marijuana
cannabis cup (a weed-tasting competition) in a Hollywood warehouse across
from Amoeba Records. As Cypress Hills
B-Real performed, patients got stoned the
healthy way, with 100 percent natural cellulose rolling papers and herbal pipes
filled with products like bubble hash,
made by extracting resin via ice. At one
booth, a NorCal vendor sold eighths of
Kush, two dead bobcats splayed on the
table next to his cash register; at another, a mustached guy in green hospital
scrubs hawked pizza slices with a gram
of weed inside, and medicated BBQ
chicken breast for ten dollars each. Ive
been astonished by the way medical marijuana has become a commercial business, says Dale Gieringer, director of
California NORML (National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws) and a Prop 215 author. The
energy is in medical marijuana for the

younger generation, and theres an
actual economy of it.
Daniel is proud of his business, which
has branched into franchises as well as supply-side endeavors like a grow house. Look
at Ford, or every company out there, he
says. Just because theres a stigma attached
to pot doesnt mean that we shouldnt be
able to run our business in an intelligent
fashion. Never a street dealer himself, he
started out with a $50,000 loan from his
parents, and after that, he put the next
$50,000 he made aside for future attorney
fees. In his late twenties, he has a university degree and worked in the business
world before deciding against corporate
life. Articulate and kind, with a mathematical mind, he dresses conservatively so as
not to attract unwanted attention from
the authorities, and the effect is very Andrew McCarthy circa Less Than Zero.
I always say, Never compare yourself
to the mediocre  use the entrepreneurial
drive to bring yourself to a higher
level,  says Daniel. The biggest problem facing this industry right now is the
stoner mentality.
The 405 is now choked with traffic. He
checks his cell: His assistant got her boobs
done today, and shes calling because shes in

Pot clubs are known in the medical-marijuana world as dispensaries. Some look like oldtimey apothecaries, with glass cases of prescription bottles holding twenty to thirty varieties
of high-grade pot ranging from $35 to $100 for an eighth of an ounce. In addition to buds and
pre-rolled joints, you can find pot edibles: lollipops, candy bars, cookies, peanut butter, jelly,
muffins and even soda.

a lot of pain. Hes thinking again. Hes
dreaming about buying the kind of commercial pullulan-making machine that
Listermint uses to make zillions of
breath strips. The machine is $50,000.
He can afford it.

deal breaker (the state does not keep complete records on the number of medicalmarijuana patients, but advocates put the
number around 250,000). The visit is not
covered by insurance, although some doctors have a money-back guarantee  if they
dont approve you for medical marijuana,
its free!
Those who want to maximize their returns in medical marijuana often invest in
doctors offices, paying willing M.D.s
about fifty percent of each patients visit,
which is only fair, since medical advisory
boards have threatened some with suspending their licenses. The day I was at a
Hollywood office, pretty much everyone
was getting approved, about thirty patients per day (a $4,500 haul). The phones
were ringing off the hook, and the owner
had to grab some calls because the girl in
the front couldnt get them all: the Better

first step to securing
medical pot is getting a
doctors recommendation, which is usually a Word document
printed out from a computer (because
marijuana is a controlled substance, doctors are hesitant to write scripts on their
regular pads). More than fifty pot-friendly
physicians in California are easily found
on the Web at addresses like Ganja
Grocer.com or by phone at 888-POTDOCS, as well as on MySpace, Max
Racks postcards, radio stations and medical-cannabis giveaway newspapers. The
doctors visit costs about $150 and is usually good for one year. Doctors prefer that Contributing editor Vanessa Grigoripatients provide medical records for their adis wrote about Daniel Pinchbeck and the
ailments, but a lack of paperwork is not a New Psychedelic Elite in RS 1008.
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